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Why this Talk?

UI Component Libraries



The Need… Stylesheets are getting 
Larger and More Complex… 

thus harder to maintain… 
Additional Frameworks that use additional stylesheets just add to 

the complexity 



To ensure reusability… 

Organizations relying more on  
UI Component Libraries 

for their projects





UI Component Library 
Style guides to match the look and feel of the brand 

Enables software teams to find and apply patterns in their apps 

Organizations are able to think and build Consistent Experiences 



ORDER to CHOAS??



Enter



OR

Syntactically Awesome Style Sheets



Who has worked with SASS?



What is SASS?

SASS is an extension of CSS to add power to the basic 
language.  

CSS Compatible 

Industry Approved 

Feature Rich 

Large Community 

Mature 

SASS Framework (Compass, Bourbon, Susy)



SASS is a Preprocessor



A preprocessor is a program that takes a bit of code  
and compiles it into a different bit of code.

.SCSS to .CSS



Two available syntaxes

SCSS (.scss) SASS (.sass)

p 
  color: blue

p { 
  color: blue 
}

Uses Syntax familiar to CSS 
Widely used  
Easier to start with and integrate into projects

Does not use CSS Syntax  
Uses Forced Indentation
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CSS to SASS
CSS-compatible syntax

CSS 2 SASS/SCSS CONVERTER

http://css2sass.herokuapp.com/


SASS Features

Variables 
Nesting 
Partials 
Import 
Mixins 
Extend 
Operators

style.css  >> SAVED AS >> style.scss

VALID SCSS

All in a full CSS-compatible syntax



Back to 
CSS Basics



CSS
The Basics

Definition Ways to apply CSS to HTML

CSS stands for Cascading Stylesheet 

CSS defines how HTML is top be 
displayed

Inline <h1 style=“color: blue”> 

Embedded <style>h1{color: blue}</style> 

External <link rel=“stylesheet” href=“styles.css” type=“text/css”>



CSS
The Basics

Anatomy of a Style

p {color: blue;}
ValueProperty

Selector Declaration



CSS
The Basics

Anatomy of a Style

p.class {color: blue;}

Element 
Selector

Class 
Selector



CSS
The Basics

Anatomy of a Style .class {color: blue;}
Class Selector

#id {color: blue;}
ID Selector



SASS Features

Variables 
Nesting 
Partials 
Import 
Mixins 
Extend 
Operators



Variable

Variable – A variable is a storage container for a CSS value, such as a color or number. The syntax is written 
as $variable. You can use this code throughout the stylesheet after you have defined it.

// Variables 
$font: Helvetica, sans-serif; 
$font-color: #333; 

body { 
  font-family: $font; 
  color: $font-color; 
}



Nesting

Nesting – Nesting reduces repetition in code and makes writing CSS faster and easier.

nav { 
  ul { 
    margin: 0; 
    list-style: none; 
    li { 
      display: inline-block; 
      padding: 0.5rem; 
      a { 
        text-decoration: none; 
        &:hover { 
          text-decoration: underline; 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
}

nav ul { 
  margin: 0; 
  list-style: none; 
} 

nav ul li { 
  display: inline-block; 
  padding: 0.5rem; 
} 

nav ul li a { 
  text-decoration: none; 
} 

nav ul li a:hover { 
  text-decoration: underline; 
}

CSS



Partials and Import

Partials – Partials are SCSS files that begin with an underscore (_partial.scss) and are not compiled into their own CSS 
files, but are rather imported into a main file. 

Import – Use @import to compile all your partials into one file.

// _vars.scss 
$font: Helvetica, sans-serif; 
$font-color: #333; 

// styles.scss 
@import ‘vars.scss’;

File: _vars.scss

File: styles.scss



Mixin

Mixins – Use @mixin for repetitious CSS, such as when vendor prefixes are required.

@mixin transform($property) { 
  -webkit-transform: $property; 
  -ms-transform: $property; 
  transform: $property; 
} 

.card {  
  @include transform(rotate(30deg)); 
}

.card { 
  -webkit-transform: rotatate(30deg); 
  -ms-transform: rotatate(30deg); 
  transform: rotatate(30deg); 
} 

.alternate {  
  @include transform(rotate(-90deg)); 
}

.alternate { 
  -webkit-transform: rotatate(-90deg); 
  -ms-transform: rotatate(-90deg); 
  transform: rotatate(-90deg); 
} 

CSS



Extend

Extend – Use @extend to change a few key aspects of otherwise identical elements – such as a group of buttons with 
different colors.

%card-item { 
  border: 1px solid #900; 
  padding: 1rem; 
  background: #666; 
} 

%card-item-dark { 
  border: 1px solid #900; 
  padding: 1rem; 
  background: #000; 
} 

.card { 
  @extend %card-item; 
}

Will not appear in  
CSS if not extended

.card { 
  border: 1px solid #900; 
  padding: 1rem; 
  background: #666; 
} 

CSS



Operators

Operators – Operators allow you to use math calculations in your CSS – such as defining the width of various parts of 
a layout. Operators inlcude: +, -, *, / and %

.container { 
  width: 100%; 
} 

article { 
  float: left; 
  width: 600px / 960px * 100%;  //62.5% 
} 

aside { 
  float: right; 
  width: 300px / 960px * 100%;  //31.25% 
}

.container { 
  width: 100%; 
} 

article { 
  float: left; 
  width: 62.5% 
} 

aside { 
  float: right; 
  width: 31.25% 
}

CSS



SASS Features

Variables 
Nesting 
Partials 
Import 
Mixins 
Extend 
Operators



SASS Features

Variables 
Nesting 
Partials 
Import 
Mixins 
Extend 
Operators

SASS will help keep stylesheets organized



Organizing project Stylesheets

Thanks to Partials and Imports you can set up a file/folder 
structure to organize the styles 

Common Structure Methods:  
SMACSS (Smacks) 
Atomic Design 
ITCSS (inverted triangle) 
Your own structure



Organizing project Stylesheets

Thanks to Partials and Imports you can set up a file/folder 
structure to organize the styles 

Common Structure Methods:  
SMACSS (Smacks) 
Atomic Design 
ITCSS (inverted triangle) 
Your own structure



Atomic Design

_Atoms/ 
  _buttons.scss 
  _inputs.scss 
  _labels.scss 
  _links.scss 
  _lists.scss 
_Molecules/ 
  _cards.scss 
  _forms.scss 
  _modals.scss 
  _navigation.scss 
_Organisms/ 
  _blog-article.scss 
  _footer.scss 
  _grid.scss 
  _header.scss 
  _sidebar.scss 
_Templates/ 
  _about-template.scss 
  _home-template.scss 
_Pages/ 
  _about-page.scss   
  _home-page.scss 
_Utilities 
  _browser-hacks.scss 
  _helper-classes.scss 
Styles.scss

ATOMS

MOLECULES

ORGANISMS

TEMPLATES

TEMPLATES

HACKS !Important



ITCSS (inverted triangle)

The principles 
ITCSS works by structuring your entire css project according to 
these 3 principles. 

•Generic to explicit: We start with the most generic, low-level, 
catch-all styles. This could be font settings or for example color 

variables if you’re using scss. 

•Low to high specificity: The lowest specificity selectors appear 
at the start of your project. The specificity steadily increases. This 
way we avoid specificity conflicts and specificity overrides 
using !important. 

•Far-reaching to localized: Selectors at the start of our project 
affect a lot of DOM-elements, for example your browser reset 

styles, while selectors later in our project become very 
localized, for example specific styles for one component. 



ITCSS (inverted triangle)

_Settings/ 
  _global.scss 
  _colors.scss 
_Tools/ 
  _font-size.scss 
  _mixins.scss 
_Generic/ 
  _box-sizing.scss 
  _normalize.scss 
  _reset.scss 
  _shared.scss 
_Elements/ 
  _headings.scss 
  _images.scss 
  _links.scss 
  _lists.scss 
  _pages.scss 
  _quotes.scss 
_Components/ 
  _avatars.scss 
  _buttons.scss 
  _page-titles.scss 
  _testimonials.scss 
_Trumps/ 
  _widths.scss 
Styles.scss



ITCSS (inverted triangle)
ITCSS as created by Harry Roberts has Seven layers. He ordered them as follows: 

• Settings  
If you’re using a preprocessor like scss this is your starting point. In this layer you define your variables. 

• Tools  
This layer can be used for your tooling. Think about mixins and functions that need to be globally available. If they don’t need to be, just place them in the layer 
where they’re needed. 

• Generic  
In this layer we house all the very high-level, far reaching styles. This layer is often the same across all your projects as it contains things like Normalize.css, css 
resets and for example box-sizing rules. 

• Elements  
In this layer we put styles for bare, unclassed HTML elements. You could for example think about underlines for anchors on hover or font-sizes for the different 
headings. 

• Objects  
In the object layer we style the first elements that have classes. Think about your containers, wrappers or rows. You can also define your grid here. 

• Components  
The component layer is the place where most of styling magic happens as you will be styling your ui elements here. In component based frameworks like 
Angular, Vue or React this is the layer where you import your styling for each component if you don’t include them directly in your component. 

• Trumps  
The trumps layer is the dirty layer. Even after structuring your styling according to the ITCSS principles it can happen that you have to use !important to for example 

override some third-party styling. Do that in this layer as this is the most specific, local and explicit layer. 



Adding SASS to a project 
and 

SASS in Projects



New Angular Project with SASS

npm install -g @angular/cli 
ng new demo-app --style=scss 
cd demo-app 
ng serve

FYI: You can use --style flag with other with the following: 

--style=scss 
--style=sass 
--style=less

https://cli.angular.io/



Convert Angular Project to use SASS

ng set defaults.styleExt scss

"defaults": { 
  "styleExt": "scss", 
  "component": { 
  } 
}

Change CSS to SCSS



Adding SASS to .net



File: New > Project 
Template: Visual C# > ASP.Net Web Application 
ASP.NET Templates > MVC > OK

http://ASP.Net


Install NuGet Packages 
1.BundleTransformer.SassAndScss 
2.LibSassHost.Native.win-x86



Right Click ‘WebApplicationX’ > Properties 
Select ‘Build’ > Change Platform Target to ‘x86’ > Save & Close



bundles.Add(New Bundle(“~/Bundles/scss”, new BundleTransformer.Core.Transformers.StyleTransfomer()) 
.Include(“~/Content/Site.scss”) 

);



In Solution Right Click ‘Content’ Folder > Add New Item (SASS) Name File Site.scss 
TEST: ADD New SASS Styles to Site.scss

$body-color: #900;  
body {background: $body-color;}



Open _Layout.cshtml 
Add: @Styles.Render(“~/Bundles/scss”) 

Build and Run Project.  

The SASS style should build a project  
with a red background



SASS is a useful 

Consistent and Maintainable 
UI/Experience 
for your APPS
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